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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY
At Digitopia we have worked with
hundreds of companies and talked
with thousands of executives for
over two decades. Change and
transformation is always the heart
of our conversations, we believe
it’s business evolution.

Revitalising Business Transformation

We see clear differences between

how long-lasting the changes you make to

champions and laggards, and the gap is
widening. As measured on our Digital
Maturity Index (DMI), digital maturity has
improved from 2.7 to 2.8 across all industries
and geographies. While this seems
like a small improvement, it’s a steady
one. Transformation is hard, especially
during difficult times where competition,
regulatory pressure, challenges arising
from climate change and supply chain
disruptions heavily impact decision-making.

This year we’ve done a lot of comprehensive
research into what transformation factors
consistently drive business success. We like
to use the term ‘digital vitality’ to describe
the digital wellbeing of an organisation. This
is the product of digital velocity, how fast
you can transform, and digital endurance,
culture and behaviour in your business are.
We see that endurance is slightly stronger
than velocity in the organisations we work
with. For those businesses who face fierce
competition from start-ups, new entrants,
and other disruptors, they must focus on
accelerating their velocity. Later on, we’ll
look at these factors and how organisations
can shore up their transformation strategies
to enhance their vitality.

This report aims to help you bring light to
some of the dark corners of your business
transformation by sharing our experiences
working with many successful clients. We’ll
do this by looking at the various dimensions
of our model and the respective challenges
we see.
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The Highs and Lows of Transformation in

still lagging behind other business areas.

2021

Benchmark data shows that the leaders

Are we surprised that technology is the
most digitally mature dimension? Of course
not. When we talk to executives about
digital transformation, some immediately
direct us to their tech team. While

continue to significantly outperform the
laggards, mainly because of the digital
experiences they provide their customers.
You’ll find more of our research on the topic
later in the report.

important, technology is a means to an

Among all dimensions we measure,

end and your goal should always be the

innovation is the lowest. While the

business impact. Later we will discuss how

pandemic has been a significant hindrance

we encourage business focus to maximise

to collaboration, some businesses were able

performance over tech investment.

to harness the new normal and continue to

Customers define the course of action and
the customer domain received most of
attention, especially during the pandemic.
Despite this, when we look at our digital
maturity data the customer dimension is

innovate. We’ve also seen notable changes
in how organisations improve their people
and culture in the wake of the pandemic,
revealing plenty of opportunities such
as the shift to hybrid working. Through
2021 we’ve been helping organisations to
reshape their strategies to adapt to life
post-COVID-19 and create resilience in their
models for the years to come. Curious how?
Read on.
This report tells the story of more than
one hundred companies as we continue
to monitor their transformation journeys.
With our DMI approach, we can quantify
precisely where they are, how much they
have improved, and which areas need more
attention. We share these findings to help
you benchmark yourself, review your change
programme, and succeed with your digital
transformation.
The gap is widening. Focus on the right
opportunities that digital provides and be
among the winners.
Kagan Sahin & Halil Aksu
Co-Founders & Partners
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Summary of
Findings
A high-level overview of Digital
Transformation progress across
industries.
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Summary of
Findings
Starting by looking at the highlevel results of our assessments,
we have highlighted some of the
critical high-level results that
we see across industries based
on changes annually in digital
maturity assessment results.

digital
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Figure 1: DMI Report 2021 – Overall Global Digital Maturity Average

Our data indicates that overall organisations

There is, however, much left to be done for

are reasonably aware of their digital needs,

most organisations to become ‘optimised’

falling in the ‘organised’ and ‘integrated’

or truly digital in their operations. Areas that

phases where steps are being taken to

require ongoing effort across all industries

improve their capabilities in leveraging data

include systems integration, advanced

and enhancing their operations.

analytics, business agility, and other
advanced systems.
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Level 1
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As the average score shifts upwards, so
too do stakeholder expectations for all
organisations to provide a more digitallyaccessible service. For most organisations
shifting up a whole level (for example,
from organised to integrated) takes
years of planning and implementation,

1.0

2.0
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0%

0%
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5.0

Figure 2: DMI Report 2021 – Digital Maturity Distribution

so we strongly encourage all companies
to observe the upward momentum that
is going on and reflect on their digital
strategies – do you have the plan, systems
and expertise in place to ride the wave and

Positive Momentum

remain in competition?

Based on these results, we can see that
trends over the past five years continue,
with the positive upward momentum of
digital transformation. We anticipate that
the acceleration of digital development
brought on by COVID-19 will continue
to have far-reaching effects across all
dimensions, many of which will be realised
in 2022 for a significant proportion of
organisations we work with.
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Does the
customer truly
come first?
Most organisations claim the
customer is king, but our data says
otherwise.
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Does the
customer truly
come first?
Buyers are central to the
evolution of products, services
and businesses as a whole. The
business evolution cycle draws
insights and guidance from how
the market reacts to a product,
and how the customer experience
can be improved. Fig 1. shows
an illustration of this business
evolution.
Business
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Figure 4. Digital Maturity Scores for Each Dimension, 2020 vs 2021

Can Technology be Toppled?

Business
Evolution
Cycle

Compiling data over the last two years and
analysing more than 200 organisations,
we have found that organisations have
done a commendable job in being
Buyer

Figure 3. Business Evolution Cycle

customer-focused and improving customer
experience. Still, evidence suggests that it
has not been the highest priority.
As shown in Fig. 4, the technology

Digital transformation is synonymous with

dimension stands above its peers,

business evolution and has been ongoing

maintaining the highest priority position

since the 21st century. Entirely driven

with a much higher score of 2.91 compared

by improving customer experience, it

to the customer dimension sitting at 2.77.

focussed on reducing challenges faced by

This is evidence that customer focus is not

the consumers, and the efficient delivery

the driving factor for organisations going

of services to the end-users. But is it really

through a digital transformation journey.

the case? Has digital transformation led to

Instead, organisations have maintained the

improved customer experience? The answer

advancement of their technological prowess

is a little more complicated than yes or no!

first and foremost.
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The Prize for Most Improved Goes to…

The Customer is Still King

Despite this, the winds may be changing.

As organisations continue to build their

With the most significant improvement year

technological capabilities, leadership

on year, organisations are beginning to shift

should be conscious of the principle that

their priorities from the titular technology

Digital Transformation is equal to Business

dimension over to the customer dimension.

Evolution. To evolve with future readiness, a

Customer experience and customer-

business must be customer-centric to cater

centricity saw an average improvement

to unfolding customer demands and deliver

of 0.15 points from our 2020 report, the

advanced customer experience.

largest of any individual dimension. This is
a significant improvement and indicates
that customer analytics are being applied
successfully with digital channels taking
greater precedence in customer care. One
hypothesis could be that organisations have
achieved the technological capabilities
required to deliver their current services
and are now investing elsewhere for greater

Digital
Transformation

Business
Evolution

returns, with customer-centric options
proving most effective in this regard.

Figure 5.Digital Transformation Equals Business Evolution.

During Digitopia’s assessments, a mindset
shift has been observed at the executive
level. A significant portion of leaders claim
to have become more customer-oriented
over the past few years, creating bettercrafted offerings and journeys on digital
channels. However, we can see that there is
still room for improvement in omnichannel
journey designs and data-informed
decision-making.
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Digital –
Going Beyond
Technology
Technological Advancement is just one
piece of the Digital Transformation
Puzzle
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Digital Going Beyond
Technology

For decades, organisations have tried to
become more ‘digitally transformed’ by
leveraging latest technology, but for it
to be effective other critical factors like
innovation and operations must keep
pace. Keeping this balance is crucial for
businesses to evolve.

As discussed in the previous
section, technology stands ahead
of other aspects of digital maturity,
but could it come at a cost to
organisations?

Over the last year, Digitopia’s digital

In the 1970s, the silicon chip revolutionised

necessarily translated into similar digital

the future of business and created the use
cases of ‘digital technologies’. The idea

maturity analysis shows an imbalance in
maturity growth across dimensions, with
Technology emerging as a clear winner
with 2.9. (shown in Fig 6). These higher
investments in technology have not
maturity enhancements in some key
dimensions like Innovation which lags the

was that this technology could enable,

pack at only 2.6.

accelerate and provide more efficient
business delivery. In most scenarios where
technology itself is the business, the

Ongoing Tech Opportunities: 			

argument is as true today as it was back

Automation & Analytics

then.

Though technological maturity is
2.6

2.7

2.8

Technology

2.9

2.89

comparably highest, some aspects of
technological advancement still need
development. Analysing the maturity data,
we can see a degree of automation and

Governance

2.87

People

2.79

Customer

2.77

Operations

Innovation

2.74

2.62

optimisation has been achieved. However,
more work is required to integrate and
align both internal and customer-facing
processes. Further automation for industrial
use cases and more effective data analytics
stand out as improvement opportunities for
many companies.
The tipped scale in favour of technology
seems to be driven by ‘want’ to modernise

Figure 6. DMI Report 2021 – Strongest Dimension is Technology

infrastructure and applications, with little
correlation between how these translate
into business outcomes. This arises from
multiple factors; the push by technology
venders, the fear of missing out, and
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Technology
Modernisation

Digital
Transformation

Business
Evolution

Figure 7: Digital is Not Just Technology.

loose expectation of return. The focus
for technological investments must be
combined with the business goals it can
help achieve, and other digital dimensions
that help to bridge this gap.
Digital transformation is equal to business
evolution, but technology transformation
alone is NOT digital transformation
(Fig. 7). It is a mistake to expect businesses
to evolve only by using new technology.
It can improve the coefficient for value
for money, support investments in other
domains, provide better security and
scalability options, but it alone cannot
create a business impact.
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Endurance is
stronger than
velocity
Are companies quick enough to roll with
the punches in a fast-moving world?
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Endurance is
stronger than
velocity

Vitality means Digital Life
Of the Digitopia maturity dimensions,
we define the customer, operations, and
innovation dimensions as the “digital
vitality” constituents. Mirroring these
dimensions, governance, people, and

Consider Ironmen. Cycling,
swimming, and running at the
peak of performance, they are
truly awesome athletes. If you
were to compare your organisation
and its performance to that
of ironmen, how would you
compare?

technology form “digital endurance”. The
product of both, we call “digital vitality”.
Our digital maturity benchmark database
shows that most companies are scoring
higher in endurance dimensions, compared
to velocity dimensions, with significant
implications to the future strength and
success of their business

Slow and Steady Cannot Win the Race
Having strong endurance means a solid

DIGITAL
ENDURANCE

foundation, a requirement to build
a successful organisation. However,
Race Walker

competing with new entrants, coping

Ironman

with rising customer expectations and
developing strong value chains require
more than just endurance. You need to
be nimble, providing the best possible
Couch Potato

customer experience supported with rich

Sprinter

offerings and powered by smart analytics.
Flexible and super-efficient supply chains
DIGITAL
VELOCITY

Figure 8: DMI Report 2021 – Digital Vitality

will enable a seamless flow of goods and
funds to secure the future of the business.
With this in mind, while balancing
investments in digital transformation, we
recommend focusing on strategic priorities.
You can’t improve everything at once, so
choose your velocity as a priority and double
down your efforts. Consumer industries must
focus on customer experience and customer
analytics, while operational excellence
must be the prime area of attention for
manufacturing industries.
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Perfectly Balanced and Unique – 		
The Digital Snowflake
Digitopia’s digital maturity data tells another

Change is never easy, especially for well-

interesting story. Every snowflake is unique,

established organisations. But change is

so is every organisation. Snowflakes are

an existential requirement, with a world

beautiful hexagon shapes and our data

in flux that demands you adapt to survive.

suggests that beautiful hexagon digital

The theory of constraints is at play, but

maturity shapes represent better-balanced

you can overcome physical limitations by

companies. We call this the “snowflake

augmenting them with digital capabilities, a

effect”. Consider your organisation: Are your

vibrant ecosystem, and by focusing on the

digital investments balanced? What does

most impactful opportunities. To be able

your snowflake look like?

to navigate your business transformation,
you must have a strong compass. Digital
maturity benchmarks, the digital vitality

Technology

analysis, and the snowflake approach will
guide your way.
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2.9
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2.8

Innovation

Governance

2.75

2.7

2.62

2.87

2.65
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Figure 9. DMI Report 2021 – Imbalance of the Six Dimensions

Learn more about Digital
Transformation Strategy
Options
READ NOW

Scan QR
code
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Did Covid-19
slow your
innovation?
Survival is key, but looking to the
future will define the most successful
businesses of the next 10 years.
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Did Covid-19
slow your
innovation?
Instincts vs. Innovation
2021 was a year of ups and downs for

2.6

Innovation

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.62

Operations

2.74

Customer

2.77

People

2.79

Governance

2.87

businesses, with the pandemic continuing
to upheave organisations’ strategies and

Technology

2.89

improvement plans worldwide. Companies
grappled with the logistical challenges and

Figure 10. DMI Report 2021 – Innovation has the lowest maturity.

supply chain woes brought on by COVID-19,
with survival becoming a top priority. For
many organisations, daily firefighting of
these issues has become the status quo. As
we approach the end of the second year of
the pandemic, the knock-on effects of this
working culture are becoming ever more

processes and culture required to foster
innovation, while also lacking the metrics,
platforms and rewards that encourage
teams to develop new, exciting ideas for the
business.

apparent. However, while crisis brings an
existential threat, it also brings potential
opportunity. Staying abreast of societal
changes and new consumer needs can
lead to new revenue streams and business
growth. Still it requires organisations to
avoid the common pitfalls of a business
under threat and keep one eye on the
future.
With survival instincts moving focus to short
term issues and day-to-day operations,
we’re seeing that some organisations have
found it challenging to maintain their
forward-thinking strategies. Across the
six digital maturity dimensions that we
assess using our Digital Maturity Index
(DMI), innovation is now falling behind as
the least developed aspect of business
transformation. This is characterised by
fundamentally lacking the organisation,

Preparing for the Future
Without establishing and maintaining
these functions and initiatives, and a
healthy innovation culture, organisations
will struggle to develop a pipeline of new
ideas to secure the future of the business.
They are also likely to fail to benefit from
developing of an innovation ecosystem
that brings in new and impactful ideas
from outside the business. The implications
are vast; companies may survive the
pandemic but at what cost to the future of
their business if they fail to maintain their
innovation strategy?
Those who struggle to maintain their
innovation strategy will ultimately fall
victim to the disruptive influence of
those who can. Organisations with a clear
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understanding of its importance will have
continued to prioritise innovation initiatives
throughout the pandemic, ready to launch
new technologies and capabilities that
effectively meet consumers’ needs. We
expect that without rapid action the effects
of inaction will be dramatic on business
solvency within the next five years.

Creating Your Innovation Culture
So what can organisations do today to
establish a thriving ecosystem in the years
and decades to come? Prioritising the
growth of an environment that fosters
innovation will be critical. Companies
that were already ahead of the curve on
hybridising their working environments
to provide adaptable conditions for their
staff have found themselves in a superior
position to deal with the pandemic. These
learnings should be taken on board by all
companies.
Providing employees with the opportunity
to work how they prefer while also granting
them the tools, budget, time and means
to innovate are crucial for a successful
innovation strategy. Organisations must act
to assess their current business architecture,
their opportunities to improve creativity,
and start moving today to see these
changes implemented.
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People are
the Future?
The pandemic has fundamentally
changed how we work together – is
your organisation ready to embrace
these changes for the long-term?
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People are the
Future?

A Workforce Divided
What are the implications of this finding?
Well, for the organisations assessed by
Digitopia, heavy investment and programs
are already being run to enhance employee
satisfaction and performance, with flexible

Prioritising Your People
Of the six dimensions of the DMI scale, the
endurance dimensions (People, technology
and governance) form the backbone of a
successful organisation by establishing the
foundations on which successful strategy
a key role among the three, laying the core
culture influencing how an organisation
recruits, integrates and develops invaluable
team members.
2.7

2.8

2.9

Technology

2.89

Governance

2.87

People

2.79

Customer

2.77

Operations

Innovation

The pandemic has accelerated these trends
as executives strive to improve the quality
of life of their teams and adapt to a new way
of working.
Despite these advancements, we still see

can flourish. The ‘People’ dimension plays

2.6

working becoming increasingly prevalent.

2.74

2.62

gaps in achieving cultural transformation
in organisations. There is significant ground
to be covered in creating more integrated
teams, with challenges faced in removing
bureaucracy and siloed business practices.
While agile business practices are everpopular, they are also proving challenging
for organisations to implement successfully
to shift to a more iterative working style.
The pandemic has exasperated these issues,
with home working increasing the level
of effort and challenge in developing a
cohesive workforce with fluid interactions
across departments.
2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

Figure 11. Digital Endurance Dimensions
Technology

These aspects are critical to ensure a
company’s people are top quality, satisfied

2.89

Governance

2.87

People

2.79

and productive in the workplace, ultimately
defining the success of their day-to-day
business strategy and beyond. It is concerning

Customer

2.77

Operations

2.74

then that during 2021 our research indicates
that ‘People’ is the weakest among the
endurance dimensions, scoring a lower 2.79
compared to its governance and technology

Innovation

2.62

Figure 12. Digital Velocity Dimensions

siblings at 2.87 and 2.89 respectively.
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Culture Creates Capabilities
Cultural transformation is a long, arduous
process that requires continual engagement
by management to influence change. As
such it can be one of the most difficult
hurdles during challenging business periods.
However, in the face of increasing digital
evolution and rapid iteration internationally,
it is more important than ever that
companies set the right foundations so
that their teams can effectively adapt to
challenging business circumstances in the
future.

We encourage organisations to recognise
the importance of people in the
foundation of their business strategy.
Without upskilling, training and developing
a transformative business culture,
organisations will fail to take advantage
of their greatest assets and fall behind
the competition. To successfully foster an
agile culture, companies must thoroughly
assess their human resource capabilities
to understand where they are today- Do
working practices, working environment,
and skill sets comply with digital age
requirements? Does the organisation’s
culture foster vibrancy and a healthy
performance?
These questions and more must be
considered with the implications scrutinised
to fully understand and maximise the values
of the People dimension in a business.
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Industry
Perspective:
Find your peers!
Let’s explore some of the trends in the
various industries we work with.
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Industry
Perspective:
Find your peers!

This is closely followed by the Automotive
sector which improved the most in the
past year, propelled by the recent uptake
of global investments in the EV space.
Industrial manufacturing is much closer
to the worldwide average but with recent
developments, it is expected to reach the
top quartile in the next 3-4 years. Consumer

Digitopia has worked closely
with organisations across a range
of industries in 2021, granting
insights into their progressing
digital maturity and into which
industries are the top performers
in transforming their operations.

Goods & Retail (CG&R) and Service Industry
trail behind as the tail enders.

Financial Industry (Banking and Insurance)
Focus on developing innovative financial
products, leveraging the latest technological
solutions, and customer demand for
improved experience has led to Financial

Industry Innovators

Industry becoming a leader in digital

Digital maturity differs between sectors, but

maturity, with an overall score of 3.12.

as we discussed earlier, a common theme

Organisations that Digitopia has supported

across all industries is the steady increase in

have improved a number of aspects,

digital maturity. Financial services, including

including systems integration, processes,

Banking and Insurance, is ahead as one of

and developing technology teams to

the digital pioneers, driven by a swarm of

support business objectives.

Fintechs that rose in the past half-decade.
2.0
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2.4

2.6

2.8

3.0

3.0
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3.1
2.7

Automotive

2.9
2.8

Insurance

2.9
2.7

Manufacturing

2.8
2.7

C&G

2.7
2.4

Retail

Services

3.2

2.6
2.2
2.5

Avg. 2020

Avg. 2021

Figure 13. Digital Maturity of Various Industries
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A common theme is observed during
discussions with these organisations, to
deliver a great customer experience, offer
high-quality services, and stay relevant.
The difference between high and average
performers lies in how they gather, organise,
interpret, and use customer data. High
performers have developed analytical
capabilities and are working on improving
prediction capabilities, crafting seamless
journeys, and providing additional value to
customers.

Automotive Sector
One of the most year-over-year improving
verticals out of all the organisations
analysed, the automotive sector increased
its average score from 2.65 to 2.91.
Automotives have been abuzz for the last
two years, led by Tesla breaking market
capital records in 2020, and other digital
leaders in this space like Rivian and Lucid
now leading further innovation.
The significantly high funding and
investment across these companies has
helped give rise to an extensive ecosystem.
This has led to the emergence of new
business models, posing both challenges
and opportunities, with all organisations
aware of the need to craft innovative
solutions. Factors that differentiate superior
performers stand out as vision, culture and
governance, and the higher performers
are the ones that can better leverage the
ecosystem capabilities.
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Industrial Manufacturing

Consumer Goods and Retail

Digital awareness across manufacturing

Demands of retail consumers and the stiff

organisations is increasing as more fight to

competition to improve delivery efficiency

stay relevant while improving their delivery

and customer experience led to a strong

capabilities. This higher focus has helped

push to digital maturity in the year 2020,

the industry’s overall score to increase to

but since then the growth seems to have

2.80, and it is expected that this trending

curbed with an overall score of 2.73 in 2021

upward movement is here to stay.

that is similar to that of last year.

Enhancing the technology infrastructure

There has been a greater focus on digital

and systems integration remained a major

channels over the past couple of years

challenge, with new developments across

and offerings have been enriched on the

the use of IoT, AR/VR, and Digital twins

digital platforms. However, there is room for

supporting organisations to keep pace in their

improvement in crafting design-led journeys

digital transformation journey. A common

for a seamless customer experience but

theme is the lack of use of operational data

integrating and automating the back-office

in the group, though there are pockets of

operations pose challenges.

pioneers leading the data initiatives for
predictive and prescriptive analytics.

Services Industry
This remains a laggard with an overall
score of 2.45, much lower than the market
average. Lack of innovation capacity and
focus is a key challenge, as business as usual
and efficiency takes higher priority.
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Special
Insights
A selection of interesting trends from
our 2021 assessments
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Special Insights

to security are costly, but it is clear that
organisations are now aware of the threats
of failing to keep up with digital trends and

Harnessing data from the
multitude of organisations we
have worked with, we are able to
identify some interesting insights
into the trends influencing
executives today, as well as
some potential risks that we see
consistently across industries.

are now willing to accept the expense of
ensuring their systems are secure.
Next we see that HR Strategy and Priorities
are proving extremely important to
businesses. In the wake of the pandemic
the ways organisations interact with their
employees have changed dramatically, with
flexible working now taking precedence
over more traditional approaches and
forcing companies seeking high-quality

2021 Top Topics

talent to adapt or miss out. Companies are
currently seeking to secure forward-thinking

We can see some emerging frontrunners

policies that can anticipate ongoing changes

that represent the topics of highest

to the marketplace, and are seeking out

performance consistently across all

expert support to be resilient in the face of

industries. These indicate areas of their

any future disruptions to the norm.

businesses that organisations feel the most
confident in. They have often been areas of
significant research in the previous year, or
since the previous project was conducted
with the company.
1. Governance - Security
2. People - HR Strategy & Priorities
3. People - Values
Coming in first, organisations studied claim
security to be one of their most highly
valued priorities this year and in the years
to come. As digitalisation continues to
accelerate across industries, companies
are extremely aware of the importance
of protecting their data and systems from

Finally, organisations have demonstrated
a high level of focus on values. Most
organisations we have worked with rated
their dedication to a values-centric
business direction being extremely high.
As stakeholders expect organisations to
consider a wide range of social factors
before selecting products, employers or
investments, businesses are increasingly
working to incorporate these factors
into their daily business practices with a
high level of success. Most organisations
that worked with Digitopia now have
internalised values that they work to live
by and consistently communicate to their
stakeholders.

external threats. Consumers are also
increasingly aware of and protective about
their personal data; failing to protect it
can be a critical failure that can destroy an
organisations’ reputation. Enhancements
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Insights of Interest
All Data no Matter
At Digitopia we love data and the endless
possibilities it can bring to revolutionise
business. However, data alone cannot
change a business; it requires companies
to know what they have and how to apply
it effectively. In 2021, companies scored
a respectable 3.1 for data collection,
indicating a hearty effort to collect and
compile information, but a meagre 2.4 in
data analytics. While it might not sound
like a significant difference on paper, this
difference on the maturity scale is night and
day.

The Agile Bird gets the Worm
Business agility continues to be a focus

We imagine executives sitting on a

for organisations trying to find ways to

mountain of metaphorical data, not sure

outmanoeuvre the competition. We

how they acquired it, what it comprises, or

are seeing companies make significant

what to do with it. The value of the proper

investments to try and enhance their

application of data cannot be understated,

culture to be quicker, more flexible and able

and having a strong plan of action on

to adapt to changes in the market. We have

effectively using the information they are

seen business agility mature by 0.7 points,

acquiring will be critical for organisations in

almost an entire level on the maturity scale,

the months and years to come.

in just 2 years. This indicates that not only
has investment been high, but organisations
have been successful in creating change.
However the work is not done, with
organisations aiming even higher in the next
2 years. Our partners have set an average
target of another 0.9 points improvement
in agility maturity, aiming to improve by
another whole level by the end of 2023.
Woe betide any organisation who does not
see the importance of business agility and
falls behind against these competitors.
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Service Quality redefined

Strategy Over Execution

By today’s standards, service quality is still

Looking at the priorities of our partners, we

mainly associated with the interpersonal

can see that time and again strategy-based

experience that you receive with an

topics are coming up top as a focus for

employee. This is reflected in how

the next two years. Across the top 10 most

organisations prioritise, with the quality

highly scored topics for two years time, half

of service delivery standing out as the

of them are concerned with developing

most mature among the topics of our

a strategy (operations strategy, customer

customer dimension at a proud 3.1 score.

strategy, technology strategy and so on.

Comparatively, our assessments of the

What does this mean for organisations?

maturity of customer journeys and the
customer relationship management (CRM)
tools that companies have fallen behind
scoring just 2.5 and 2.6 respectively.

On the positive side, it is clear that
companies understand the importance of
defining their digital strategy effectively and
want to invest significantly to stay relevant

When we think of today’s most successful

in to the future. We can see particularly that

service delivery organisations, are they

industry-leading organisations in particular

your typical customer-facing retail stores?

are extremely interested in defining their

Absolutely not; they are the online giants

various strategic elements to fight off their

that forego service quality in the traditional

competition.

sense altogether. Organisations that are not
able to build their service systems stand to
suffer, unable to automate and compete
with more efficient service delivery systems.
We strongly encourage organisations in this
position today to think and plan ahead about
what the most important investments will be
to provide service success in the future.

On the other hand, it might be considered
easier to define a strategy than execute it- as
the saying goes “better to have a poor plan
executed well than a great plan executed
poorly”. The high level of focus on planning
is important, but organisations must be
careful not to ignore the importance of
execution in the process.

Towards the Future
With 2021 done and dusted, we look forward
to an exciting 2022 with new insights and
opportunities to help organisations to
continue transforming their businesses.
During our assessments, we ask companies
to think ahead to where they would like the
various dimensions of digital transformation
to be in 2 years time, yielding some
interesting insights on what we can expect
coming up in 2022 and 2023.
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APPENDIX
What is the Digital Maturity Index?
The Digital Maturity Index is Digitopia’s
unique system to consistently measure the
transformation of our partner organisations

• The value of data is recognised. There
is room for improvement in terms of
analytics capabilities to realise the full
potential of data.

over time. Our system helps to inform

• Process flows and IT applications

their planning while offering benchmarks,

are decent. Seamless integration and

recommendations and action plans

automation of processes are not attained

that ground their digital journey in real,

yet.

actionable outcomes.
We gather this data by hosting deep-dive
How do we measure success?
We measure over a hundred different
topics divided into six key dimensions
that form the pillars of their successful
digital transformation strategy. Each
topic is assessed on a scale of 1 to 5 with
each point on the scale having a unique
set of descriptors, giving us roughly 600
assessment levels across all topics that

sessions with up to 30 members of an
organisations’ executive team, facilitated
by our industry expert consultants. These
sessions, in conjunction with our detailed
data outputs and recommendations, enable
our partners easily recognise where they are
today, and where they need to go to futureproof their organisation and become digital
leaders.

provide granular, personalised feedback.
As an example, based on our scale
organisations we have assessed have
achieved an average overall digital
maturity score of 2.78. A typical outlook
for an organisation at this level can be
summarised as follows:
• There is a decent level of awareness
regarding digital transformation. However,
the overall strategy is not fully internalised
by the whole organisation.
• A certain level of investment has been
made in digital initiatives and some
have been launched successfully. Yet,
conflicting agendas and roadmaps make it
harder to manage the digital roadmap in a
balanced way.
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